1997 plymouth voyager transmission problems

The most recently reported issues are listed below. At about miles van began to shift hard and
clunk at about mph. Took it to the dealer during warranty period and was told that there was
nothing wrong with the transmission. At miles the transmission failed while my wife and 11
month old were driving, leaving them stranded about and hour from home. Consumer stated
vehicle's transmission failed and steering locked while driving then shut down. Problem had
been repaired four times. Dealer states vehicle battery had malfunctioned. Please provide
additional information. The rear hatch leaked upon delivery. Three attempts were made to put
some king of sealant on the exterior to prevent leakage. Some water damage to interior was
never fixed. Air bag light on due to clock spring failure. Transmission failure at ,km. The
transmission failed on the vehicle and the consumer requested reimnursement. Transmission
failed to shift into higher gears. The first time the dealer replaced some parts in the
transmission, the second time the dealer stated the entire transmission needed to be replaced.
Ts and the clock spring needed to be replaced. Transmission failure under above normal driving
conditions. Never towed anything, driven in rural area. More highway miles than city. Not alot of
starting and stopping so transmission doesn't need to shift alot. Also happen on a previously
owned Voyager about the same mileage. Transmission completely failed while driving the car
with no previous warning. Mechanic at dealership said transmission was completely destroyed
and need a new transmission for my 2 year old car. After reporting my problem to chrylser, they
say no such problem exists. No other problems reported. Chrysler is failing to deal with the
problem as a whole, in stead just on a case by case basis. Clearly there is a manufacturer defect
in these transmissions where they are not made to last the life of the car. As of , Chrysler no
longer warranties the power train which would include the transmission for , miles. I suspect it
is because their were too many warranty claim. The only way to have this warrnatied now is
under an extended warranty. If I had know of this great problem with these cars, perhaps I
would have purchased the extended warranty. Whenever stopping the vehicle at a stop sign or
red light the vehicle hesitates to move, the engine will roar up, but the truck just sits there
before it will move. Also transmission failure. At 16, showed signs of transmission failure,
brought back many times. Did not fix. Please e-mail or phone me. Car Problems. Transmission
Failure problem 1. Transmission Failure problem 2. Transmission Failure problem 3.
Transmission Failure problem 4. Transmission Failure problem 5. Transmission Failure problem
6. Transmission Failure problem 7. Transmission Failure problem 8. Transmission Failure
problem 9. Transmission Failure problem Other Power Train related problems of the Plymouth
Voyager. Automatic Transmission problems Automatic Transmission problems. Differential Unit
problems. Power Train problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems.
Automatic Transmission Gear Indicator problems. Noises During Shifting problems.
Transmission Noise problems. Transmission Sensor problems. Driveshaft problems.
Transmission Gear Slipping problems. The most recently reported issues are listed below.
Started when I would take off in first gear, it would vibrate really hard, like a manual transmition
does when it needs to down shift. Then I was almost in a collision, when I was stopped on the
side of a hill, and went to pull over, and to my surprise I rolled backwards, as if in nutral. My
trasmission was gone. After a very large tow bill, and rebuilt transmission, my dim lights only
work when they want to, the passenger window is to the point where it almost wont go up.
There's almost too much more to go on. While driving on the highway at 45 mph vehicle's
transmission blew. Dealer notified. Please provide additional information. When driving at low
speed vehicle jumps and hesitates. Dealer stated transmission needed to be replaced. Vehicle
wasn't going in gear. Also, windshield wipers would go off intermittently. There was no previous
problems with the transmission. I started the van put it in reverse and it sounded like something
came apart inside. There was no warning, now the transmission is locked up. I am aware of
Chrysler's transmission problems and thought this should be reported. I don't know what would
have happen if we had been on the highway when this happened. Thank you very much, roger
cecil. Consumer states the transmission oil cooler was bypassed while a new cooler was on
order, fire suspected to have started in this area claim v Transmission requires overhaul at less
than 60, Search of www indicates there are numerous similar problems. Shouldn't there be a
recall? I have never had transmission problems at such low mileage. We have had the
transmission relaced on April 8, , october13, , October 25, , and when we picked the vehicle up
on October 25, not 2 hours later we were broke down on the side of the road again. The
automatic transmission is making a chirpping sound. During any speed the sound gets louder
going up hill. While traveling and without any indication vehicle stalled. Consumer was able to
restart vehicle, but it would not drive out of first gear. Please provide further information. Car
Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission problem 2. Automatic
Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic Transmission problem
5. Automatic Transmission problem 6. Automatic Transmission problem 7. Automatic

Transmission problem 8. Automatic Transmission problem 9. Automatic Transmission problem
Automatic Transmission problems Power Train problems. Transmission Failure problems.
Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems. Differential Unit problems. Automatic
Transmission Cooler problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems. Transmission Not
Engage problems. Automatic Transmission Column Shift problems. Transmission Slip Out Of
Gear problems. Transmission Sensor problems. So how do you find out what problems are
occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are
interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the
word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The vehicle was
towed to a service dealer who replaced the transmission. The day the transmission was
repaired the vehicle began to make a clicking sound and was taken to a local mechanic who
determined the axel needed to be replaced. Last week, while driving 35pmh on an exit ramp, a
loud popping noise was heard. After stopping at a stop sign, the vehicle failed to move forward
while the accelerator pedal was depressed. The vehicle was towed to a local repair shop where
the driver side tie rod end was replaced. The transmission failed on the vehicle and the
consumer requested reimnursement. It all began with a "bump" in the transmission when the ac
was on. Soon after that startedtransmission would lock into "limp home" mode betwen 30 and
35 mph. It kicked into limp home mode on the highway, while I was driving 65 and put my family
in jeapordy. I parked in in the driveway and left it there for 2 months. When I decided to try it
again to get it to a mechanic, it wouldn't even go in reverse. Metal all throughout the tranny. The
dealership we bought it from denies any tsb's on the vehicle and has been quite nasty to us, so
we brought it to another Chrysler dealer. How do we go about getting this paid for by daimler
Chrysler? Search CarComplaints. At 20 and 50K miles, the consumer noticed that while making
a turn and placing the vehicle in reverse a grinding noise was heard. The vehicle would not shift
into reverse. The dealership stated the transmission needed replacement. Vehicle is now on its
third transmission. Both transmission failure were due to a broken differential pin. A new
transmission was placed in the vehicle at 22K and 55K miles by the dealer. The transmission
was also flushed. The minivan lurched backward ft after it was placed in reverse. If someone
had been in back of the van they many have been seriously hurt. The mechanic said it looked
like the transmission literally exploded inside. Consumer stated that while driving there was a
"boom" noise that came from the engine compartment and engine stalled. Vehicle was
inoperative, had to be towed. Mechanic said that differential pin had come loose, damaging the
motor in transmission. Consumer stated vehicle's transmission failed and steering locked while
driving then shut down. Problem had been repaired four times. Dealer states vehicle battery had
malfunctioned. Please provide additional information. Failure of transmission range sensor and
transmission front pump on a vehicle that's just at 6 years old, with - Louisville, KY, USA. While
driving the engine would lose power and consumer is unable to accelerate. Dealer has been
notified. Experienced uneven response from transmission as driver began to accelerate after
going down hill and transitioned to uphill grade. Took vehicle into service dept. And had
computer chip replaced and transmission checked and flushed. Still experiencing jerky
accerleration when beginning to accelerate uphill after going down hill. Consumer is original
owner of vehicle and has had 2 transmissions fail without warning while driving. Dealer has not
been able to determine cause of failures. First failure occured at 55K miles, second at K miles.
Reporting failure of original and replacement transmission from Chrysler corporation. Second
failure happened on highway and jeopardized driver and occupants. Failure happened within
days of replaced transmission purchased from Chrysler. Have taken car for repairs three times
to dealer bertera Chrysler for the same problem, which is the automatic transmission. Each time
I try to get it fix I explained to the mechenic that the transmission is slipping. So then I took my
van back for the third time for the same problem on transmission and told the mechenic it
started to happen again, the transmission started to slip and smoke from the botton of the van
so I polite ask asked the manager to please put in a new one that this is my third time coming
back for the same problem. There reply was we'll take aloo
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k at it then again they adjusted it but never opened up the transmission to look inside of it. Now
the transmissions is completely broken and then they decide to look inside of it and found
burned oil and pieces of metal in fluid and needs replacement now that warranty expired by
miles. So my complaints is that they never really checked the transmission from the inside each
time I brought it in for repairs they never anything to the inside of the tranny, they adjust bands
on tranny till warranty expired. Now I can't make payments to the bank and fix the van at the

same time please notify me if you can help me with my problem against bertera Chrysler dealer
ship or what are my options in these situation. Thank you very much avery tired and angry
comsumer angelica jimenez. Driver feels its unsafe because if driver bumps shift lever it may go
into any gear. While driving transmission locked up, causing loss of power, cause unknown.
Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

